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NEW QUESTION: 1
Drag and drop the LISP components from the left onto the
function they perform on the right. Not all options are used.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
+ accepts LISP encapsulated map requests: LISP map resolver
+ learns of EID prefix mapping entries from an ETR: LISP map
server
+ receives traffic from LISP sites and sends it to non-LISP
sites: LISP proxy ETR
+ receives packets from site-facing interfaces: LISP ITR
Explanation
ITR is the function that maps the destination EID to a
destination RLOC and then encapsulates the original packet with
an additional header that has the source IP address of the ITR
RLOC and the destination IP address of the RLOC of an Egress
Tunnel Router (ETR).

After the encapsulation, the original packet become a LISP
packet.
ETR is the function that receives LISP encapsulated packets,
decapsulates them and forwards to its local EIDs. This function
also requires EID-to-RLOC mappings so we need to point out an
"map-server" IP address and the key (password) for
authentication.
A LISP proxy ETR (PETR) implements ETR functions on behalf of
non-LISP sites. A PETR is typically used when a LISP site needs
to send traffic to non-LISP sites but the LISP site is
connected through a service provider that does not accept no
routable EIDs as packet sources. PETRs act just like ETRs but
for EIDs that send traffic to destinations at non-LISP sites.
Map Server (MS) processes the registration of authentication
keys and EID-to-RLOC mappings. ETRs sends periodic Map-Register
messages to all its configured Map Servers.
Map Resolver (MR): a LISP component which accepts LISP
Encapsulated Map Requests, typically from an ITR, quickly
determines whether or not the destination IP address is part of
the EID namespace

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which GTP version is used to tunnel signaling traffic on the S4
interface in IPv6?
A. GTPv1
B. GTPv0
C. GTPv2
D. GTP Prime
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
A BGP route does not match any term within a routing policy
applied to BGP. Which action is taken by the router for this
route?
A. It discards the route because it is unable to match the
route to a configured action.
B. It discards the route by the implicit 'discard all' at the
end of the policy.
C. It discards the route by the default routing protocols
policy.
D. It advertises the route according to BGP rules.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
Refer to the exhibit.
Which statement describes what the authoritative flag

indicates?
A. R1 learned about the NHRP mapping from a registration
request.
B. The registration request had the same flag set.
C. Duplicate mapping in the NHRP cache is prevented.
D. Authentication was used for the mapping.
Answer: A
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